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Thanks to the restrictions imposed on us all 
by the virus I can’t say we’ve exactly hit the 
deck running in 2021, but we have been as 
busy as ever with Kraken Yachts and Ocean 
Sailor Magazine. 

Dick Durham and I put out our first Ocean 
Sailor Podcast on Apple Podcasts, Google 
Podcasts, Amazon Music, Spotify and 
we’ve been delighted with the feedback 
and positive support we’ve received to 
date. We’ve had hundreds of listeners just 
in the first few days. Support from the 
listeners is vital for the podcast’s success, 
so please check it out and give us a review 
and a 5-star rating. The next one will be 
broadcast on 21st February, and we will 
send out a notification beforehand. Please 
let us know of any subjects and issues 
you’d like to hear discussed and Dick D, our 
star guest, and I will log it in our podcast 
diary. We’re newcomers to the world of the 
podcast, so please bear with us and help us 
improve by submitting your thoughts and 
comments. Send us a message on 
hello@oceansailormagazine.com

The Kraken design team and I have started 
work on the bespoke interior layout of the 
next K50 to go into production for John and 
Heather Leslie from Boston, U.S.

They have chosen afromosia for the 
main cabinetry and bulkheads, and their 
preference is for a four-berth arrangement; 
master cabin and large forward cabin, 
incorporating a double bunk-bed layout. 
This is a variation on the forward area 
module A1 (as on the Kraken website) 
which has a double Pullman berth. John and 
Heather’s choice makes perfect sense to us 
so we are going to include it in our options 
for module A in future.

Along with the rest of the UK, I’m still stuck 
under house arrest as the lockdown here 
continues in a bid to halt the infection rate 
of COVID-19.

White Dragon is left sitting on her mooring 
in Turkey since Brits are banned from 
flying there and to many other countries,  
for fear we’ll introduce the UK variant. 

A lot of people here are complaining 
about the privations this different way 
of living has imposed on us, and while 
it’s frustrating, I think the pandemic has 
taught us we must simply learn to enjoy 
different and simpler things for a while and 
be thankful that perhaps we might live to 
fight another day. I’m sure many people 
have realized that the freedoms we had 
taken for granted before all this should be 
cherished. We must use our time to better 
effect when the maelstrom caused by this 
plague does eventually pass, as the world’s 
population becomes vaccinated and herd 
immunity spreads.

As we went to press news broke that armed 
pirates attacked a Turkish container ship 
off the coast of Nigeria killing one and 
kidnapping 15 of her crew. The MV Mozart 
was 90 nautical miles off Sao Tome Island 
in the Gulf of Guinea when the attack 
happened. The crew of the ship locked 
themselves into a custom-made ‘protective 
citadel’ above the cabin to try and evade 
capture but the pirates used explosives to 
blast their way in. Three crew remained 
on board and piloted the ship – which was 
on passage from Lagos to Cape Town - 
towards Gabon.

There have been 22 attacks involving 130 
sailors in the Gulf of Guinea over the last 
year. I sailed close to this area on my voyage 
from Hong Kong to Turkey 2 years ago 
and stood out 200nm further west into the 
Atlantic to ensure I avoided the notified 
piracy area. 

In this issue, you will read about the threat 
of attack by Somali pirates in our Sailors’ 
Stories section. Whilst it is rare that 
private yachts are threatened with piracy, 
we think this subject and whether yacht 
crews should carry firearms or not, is of 
great interest to sailors all over the world. 
Considering the re-emergence of piracy, 
on the east and west coasts of Africa in 
particular, we will investigate these issues 
in the March edition of Ocean Sailor. We 
would be glad to receive information about 
readers' experiences, or your thoughts and 
views on these emotive subjects.
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Hi Peter, 
Thanks for your questions and your kind 
words about the magazine. Principally, 
I believe it’s the best rig because of its 
versatility and its ability to allow the 
sailor to utilize pretty much any wind 
strength from any direction, especially 
if the Solent rig is extended to include a 
sprit and a code sail.

I recently subscribed to Ocean 
Sailor and I very much appreciate 
the wide range of topics you’re 
covering in this excellent 
magazine. You have often referred 
to the Solent rig as the perfect rig 
for blue water cruising. Can you tell 
me why you think that?"

Twenty years ago the staysail ketch rig 
was probably the most popular rig for blue 
water cruisers, but it is now obsolete due to 
the development of good marine generators 
which deliver the power requirement that 
enables crews to control bigger individual 
sail areas. The Solent rig scores over the 
ketch because it’s single-masted foresail 
triangle is much larger due to the mast 
being much taller and further aft than with 
a ketch rig, so produces much more drive.

The Solent rig also scores over the cutter 
rig because the inner stay is taken much 
further forward and the head of the stay 
goes higher up the mast, so the Solent 
has a proper full-size jib, rather than the 
much smaller staysail of the cutter, but is 
still sheeted through a car and track inside 
the shrouds, therefore enjoying improved 
power for driving hard to weather and 
close to the wind. Lastly, due to the jib stay 
running up close to the top of the mast 

unlike other rigs which affix the staysail 
stay lower closer to mid-mast, so the 
Solent rig does not require running back 
stays which is a big plus.

The Solent rig has the benefit of a separate 
jib and genoa compared to the standard 
sloop which has to utilize one headsail for 
all purposes. The only benefit of a standard 
sloop rig over a Solent sloop rig is it’s 
significantly less expensive since the Solent 
has a extra stay, two more sail tracks and 
cars, more deck gear and running rigging 
as well as an additional foresail and sheets.

For more information about the benefits of 
the Solent rig please follow this link to the 
March edition of Ocean Sailor Magazine.

Read online: Which is the perfect 
rig for blue water cruising

- Peter Johnson, Florida

"

Readers

Please ask any questions or let us know any comments you have about any element of blue 
water cruising or Ocean Sailor Magazine to hello@oceansailormagazine.com and one of the 

OS team will answer you in this section.

Q&A

Masthead SloopKetch Cutter Rig 
   

Solent with CodeSolent RigCutter Rig 

cutter rigsolent rig Ketch cutter rigSolent with code masthead sloop
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Container
Chaos

Hundreds, probably even thousands of containers are lost at 
sea every year creating UFO's - Unidentified F***ing Objects 
(that's 'Floating' of course) - as Dick Durham investigates...
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It would take just 135 Very Large Container 
Ships (VLCS) moored end to end to run the 
length of New York’s 13-mile Manhattan 
Island and yet there are more than 6,000 
of them and over 80,000 of their smaller 
sisters traversing the oceans of the globe 
annually. Together they are responsible for 
transporting more than 80 per cent of the 
world’s goods, a business worth four trillion 
US dollars a year.

These giant ships, with their sky-scraper 
stacks, actually look like lengths of 
Manhattan chopped up and sent to sea 
but, under a well-recognised set of heavy 
weather conditions, they can become 
unstable. And yet these ships are set to get 
even bigger.

Although container ships are exceptionally 
wide at deck level, the biggest being 
over 60m in beam (in order to carry the 
maximum number of containers) they 
are also cut away at the bow with flared 
topsides, and at the stern have giant 
overhangs, making the wetted surface of 
the hulls more easily driven, thereby saving 
on fuel costs, but also, unfortunately, 
making them less stable.

As a result of such economies of scale 
these mammoth ‘box’ ships, as they are 
known in the industry, can be susceptible 
to a phenomenon called ‘parametric 
rolling’. This happens when a storm sets in 
producing a wave length longer than the 
ship. The ship’s scalloped bow pitches as its 
beamier back end starts to roll, this sets up 
a twisting motion which, in turn, amplifies 
the ship’s rolling, sometimes in excess of 
30 degrees, putting severe stress on the 
twist-lock systems holding the tottering 
stacks of boxes in place. Then, like some 
berserk metronome, the stacks take on an 
uncontrollable life of their own and in some 
cases, the lashing/locking systems fail and 
the boxes are thrown overboard in their 
hundreds. We understand some container 
locking systems are actually rigged so that 
they can be deliberately jettisoned if the 
captain considers the ship to be in jeopardy.  

James Baker, containers editor for Lloyd’s 
List told Ocean Sailor: ‘Some hull designs, 
with flared bows and flat sterns, appear 
to be susceptible to parametric rolling in 
otherwise benign conditions. If you take a 
ship that lends itself to 30-degree rhythmic 
rolling, pushing on through some bad 
weather with poorly lashed stacks that have 
30-tonnes of cargo sitting at the top of the 
stack.... it’s a recipe for disaster’.

The latest major casualty was the 364m One 
Apus box ship which lost 1,816 containers, 
including 40 loaded with dangerous goods 
such as fireworks, batteries and liquid 
ethanol. She was 1,600 miles north-west of 
Hawaii while on passage from Yatian, China 
to Long Beach, California on November 
30th 2020. Reports claimed the swell had 
made her ‘roll heavily’. After losing the 
boxes, she had to turn back and dock in 
Kobe, Japan, where, as we went to press, 
further damaged containers were being 
removed. One of the theories accident 
investigators are exploring is whether 
she suffered from an ‘accelerated roll’ ie 
parametric rolling.
 
The Society of Naval Architects and Marine 
Engineers, based in Washington DC, have 
investigated parametric rolling and found 
box ships’ stability decreases on the crest 
of a wave and increases in the trough. 
‘The large change in stability was found 
to be due to hull form; massive bow flare 
and stern overhangs caused a “dramatic” 
difference in waterline form’. Their findings 
threw up recommendations which included 
fitting ships with anti-roll fins and rudders, 
and containers with sensors to monitor roll 
effects.
 
Nick Savvides, managing editor of 
Container News told Ocean Sailor: 
‘Parametric rolling is an ongoing problem 
for the container shipping industry and is 
often the cause of cargo loss. Longer ships 
are also now much wider and carry more 
containers that are in turn stacked higher. 
The effect of their shape, size and cargo 

distribution means they are often actually 
more susceptible to parametric rolling 
than smaller ships because, in certain 
sea conditions that aren't necessarily 
extreme heavy weather, the bow tries 
to roll at a different time to the stern 
causing dangerous twisting. With very 
high container stacks, the forces exerted 
on the container lashing system and the 
containers themselves, can lead to 'stack 
collapse' with dreadful consequences for a 
ship in heavy weather.

Watch this excellent YouTube video to see 
parametric rolling how occurs.
 
Increased climate temperatures are 
also playing their part in container loss 
according to ONE’s CEO, Jeremy Nixon: 
‘Global warming is happening…typhoons 
are tracking further north through 
the shipping lanes in Asia and they are 
impacting more on ports, too’.
  
Marin, the Dutch Nautical Research 
Institute, reported that ‘green water 
impacts’ from giant waves, can push 
over ‘complete stacks of containers like 
dominoes.’ The institute’s findings from 
scale models and tank tests showed that 
‘ship vibrations from heavy seas can 
damage container lashings’.

Their investigators were looking into 
the ULCS Zoe owned by Mediterranean 
Shipping Company which lost 342 
containers off the Dutch Frisian Islands 
when she was caught in a north-westerly 
storm in January 2019. The containers 
polluted part of the Wadden Zee, a UNESCO 
World Heritage site.

Following a further loss of seven containers 
from the Orient Overseas Container Line’s 
Rauma in the same sea area in February 
2020, the Dutch Coastguard announced 
they would close sea routes in certain 
weather conditions and offer re-routing 
advice to container ship captains. 

Container Feature

Stop Press
As we went to press the box ship Maersk Essen 
has just reported losing 750 containers in the 
North Pacific while on passage from Xiamen, 
China to Los Angeles in heavy weather.
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Container Feature

A drop in the ocean
SOME RECENT CONTAINER LOSSESSo how many containers are lost each 

year, and what sort of threat do they pose 
to ocean sailors? When I investigated this 
issue 20 years ago for Yachting Monthly, 
figures were hard to come by. In 1994 
single-handed yachtsman Josh Hall had 
been told by the Cape Town harbour master 
that 40,000 containers had been lost 
overboard from the decks of Atlantic box 
ships in recent years. Back then box ships 
carried a maximum of 5,000 containers, 
now they carry the equivalent of over 
23,000 TEU. This is the abbreviation used to 
describe 20ft container units as ships carry 
both 20ft and 40ft containers.

The biggest ULCS in the world, Hyundai 
Merchant Marine’s Algeciras, is, at 400m 
LOA, longer than the City of London’s 
Shard building is tall. She made her maiden 
voyage to London’s new Thames Gateway 
port last summer with fire hose tugs 
celebrating her arrival with giants sprays 
of water. This ship is known as a Megamax 
container vessel, the latest category up 
from the Panamax, Post-Panamax, New 
Panamax and Malaccamax classes.
Traditional seafarers might think these 
great box ships would be better defined 
as the Madmax class, and yet, according 
to the World Shipping Council ‘only’ an 
average of 1,382 containers are lost at sea 
annually, although this figure is thought 
to be as high as 10,000 a year, according to 
unofficial sources, say Marin. The WSC – 
not an independent body – concedes that 
‘catastrophic’ events will boost the figures.

No one is suggesting shipping companies 
are trying to hide their box losses, but 
nevertheless, in case they are tempted, 
the International Maritime Organisation, 
the UN body concerned with ship safety, 
told Ocean Sailor that in May this year 
(2021) their Maritime Safety Council will 
meet to discuss the mandatory fitting of 
a ‘mechanism which will automatically 
declare the loss of containers at sea’.
 
The IMO also produce guidelines on the 
‘stuffing’(loading) of boxes making sure 
heavier goods are loaded lower down and 
that dangerous goods are loaded in boxes 
nearest the doors. They also publish advice 
on how to manoeuvre the ship in heavy 
weather conditions.
 
Ill-fitted, corroded, or slack turnbuckles 
(box lashings) have also been found by 
investigators to have been a factor in past 
accidents and container losses.

March 2006

January 2007

March 2011

October 2011

June 2013
February 2014

October 2015

January 2018

March 2018

May 2018
January 2019

March 2019
February 2020

May 2020
June 2020 

June 2020
November 2020
November 2020

January 2021

Hyundai Fortune lost ‘dozens’ of boxes ‘blown overboard in an 
explosion’ off the Gulf of Aden.
MSC Napoli hull cracked open in heavy seas and beached at Lyme 
Regis, Devon. Container goods raided by beachcombers.
Maersk Honam containers lost from bow section in a fire in the 
Arabian Sea. Five crew killed.
Rena struck a reef in the Bay of Plenty, New Zealand. ‘Substantial’ 
number of boxes lost.
MOL Comfort lost 4,293 boxes when she sank in Indian Ocean
Svendborg Maersk lost 517 boxes in the Bay of Biscay in rough 
weather.
El Faro sank in a hurricane off the Bahamas losing 33 crew and 391 
boxes.
CMA CGM G rolled unexpectedly in ‘very heavy seas’ 20 degrees to 
starboard then 20 degrees to port causing box stack to collapse. 137 
containers went overboard. 
Maersk Shanghai lost 76 boxes in high winds and heavy seas off 
North Carolina.
YM Efficiency lost 80 boxes in heavy weather off SE Australia.
MSC Zoe lost 342 boxes in a storm off north Holland. 
One Helsinki Bridge lost three boxes off Boston.
Rauma lost seven boxes off north Holland.
APL England lost 50 boxes in heavy seas off Sydney, Australia.
Barge under tow lost 21 boxes in a storm on passage from Honolulu 
to Hilo. 
Navious Unite lost three boxes in rough seas off SW Australia.
One Aquila lost 100 boxes in rough seas on passage to Long Island.
One Apus lost 1,800 boxes in Pacific in rough weather.
Evergreen Marine MV Ever Liberal lost 36 boxes off Kyushu, Japan in 
strong winds.
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Container Feature

The boxes are made from a special type 
of steel called Corten steel, which was 
developed to resist weathering, so they will 
last in the water for much longer than you 
might imagine. They carry virtually every 
commodity know to man from chemicals, 
wine and vegetable oil to logs, machine 
parts and fireworks.

Most containers sink but some float for 
days, months, or even years. Reefers 
(refrigerated boxes) float for longer because 
of their buoyant insulation.
US oceanographer Dr Curtis Ebbesmeyer 

tracks global flotsam and reports it 
on his website Beachcomber Alert. His 
investigations revealed one container 
loaded with 10,000 computer monitors 
floated around the Pacific for a year before 
coming ashore on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands off British Columbia.

According to the Sail World website: ‘One 
Swiss marine biologist estimates there are 
12,000 boxes floating around the world’s 
seas. This number is alarming because 
these large UFOs (Unidentified Floating 
Objects) pose a significant risk to smaller 

ocean-going vessels such as yachts and 
fishing boats. The danger of collision is 
actually quite high since sailors often only 
see boxes at the very last minute because 
often they barely break the surface. There 
are regular reports of collisions and 
stricken yachts have to be salvaged. In 
the most serious cases the boats end up 
sinking’.
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Vendee Globe yacht, Le Souffle de Nord, sailed by Thomas Ruyant hit what he believed was a 
container off New Zealand’s South Island. 

42ft yacht Moquini was found floating upside down 500 miles off the SW coast of South Africa. 
Yacht designer Alex Simonis blamed a container for the sinking. She’d lost her keel and six crew 
were missing presumed drowned. 

Offshore 33 pilot-house ketch, Lycaena, sank after hitting an object – possibly a container – 
20 miles south of St Catherine’s Point, Isle of Wight. Crewman Martin Taylor, 50, said she was 
under power making six knots when she ‘stopped dead, slewed over and lay on top of this thing, 
whatever it was’. 

130ft superyacht Silver Cloud damaged her stern gear on what was believed to be a container 
floating in the English Channel. She limped into Southampton for repair. 

During the Vendée Globe, Ellen MacArthur’s Kingfisher was thought to have hit a container 
north of the equator sailing at 10 knots. ‘All of a sudden we ground to a halt with a gut-
wrenching noise of ripping carbon,’ Ellen said. ‘As I leapt on deck, I saw half a daggerboard and 
the tip of the rudder drifting away. There were signs of rust in the water. I cannot say for sure 
that it was a container, but it was the most likely thing to be submerged and give that kind of 
unforgiving impact’. 

Two UK Yachtmaster candidates died when their Farr 38, Rising Farrster, capsized on passage to 
Sydney, Australia. Nathan Lawrence of Cowes-based Leisure Management International, which 
ran the course, said: ‘That the yacht hit a container is a possibility. It is a well-travelled route 
and there is a lot of debris there’. 

Sir Robin Knox-Johnston saw several containers awash while competing in the Clipper Race. 
‘These things are a bloody menace,’ Sir Robin said. He reportedly hit a container and was holed 
while sailing Enza, the giant catamaran in the 1993 Jules Verne Challenge. 

During the BOC Challenge Round the World Race, yachtsman Josh Hall’s Open 60 Gartmore 
sank off Brazil after striking what he thought was the corner of a container. ‘It was the most 
horrendous landing you could imagine. The boat reared up and then there was the most 
incredible rending sound as the bow came down. It was almost as if we’d run aground’. He was 
rescued by a fellow competitor. 

OSTAR single handed transatlantic race from Plymouth to Newport, USA. Dutch competitor 
Roel Engels’ 34ft yacht Doortje hit a container in mid-Atlantic and sank. The Dutch sailor was 
rescued by a fishing boat.

Sadly, we just don't know how many yachts are lost due to collision with these steel icebergs because its highly likely 
that the yacht will be a total loss, with no one surviving to recount what happened. The list below is just a few that we 
do know about.

2016

2006

2003

2001

2000

2000

1999

1994

1988

Container Feature

YACHTS DAMAGED BY CONTAINERS
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Commandment

The

The right transom for 
a blue water yacht

Filip Sochaj, Krakens Head of Design, explains why blue water yachts 
need a reverse shear transom and how we improved it further.
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It must be accepted that a blue water yachts 
design needs to incorporate some features 
that a regular cruising racer / holiday yacht 
may not necessarily need.

Now we can reveal that sometimes you can 
have the best of both worlds.

The ‘sugar scoop’ swim platform is now 
a tried and tested solution. From a safety 
perspective, a place where we at Kraken 
always start, it offers the major benefit of 
providing by far the easiest and safest way 
of recovering a man overboard. 

It’s an integral part of the yacht that is 
structurally uniform with the hull, so has 
the same durability and strength as the rest 
of the hull. 

Whether you are recovering a man 
overboard, swimming, diving, cleaning the 
hull, cleaning fish, boarding the dinghy, 
unloading the provisions, taking a shower, 
or trying to get that perfect Instagram 
shot of breakfast on the water, the swim 
platform is a very important design 
consideration.  

It's swim platform is always ready to use, 
so presents no issues with stern-to docking 
or diver recovery. It is always ready to use, 
whether in port at anchor or at sea. 
When incorporated with davits it offers a 
fast and fuss-free launch and recovery of 
the dingy. 

Builders and owners alike realised the 
importance of this long ago, but the dingy 
garage/drop swim platform solutions, as 
provided by modern yacht designers and 
builders, has raised some serious questions 
in blue water sailors' eyes.

There is a couple of drawbacks though: 

• The bottom swim platform will be quite 
restricted, even on quite large yachts 

• It’s a quid pro quo with the stern 
lazarette, the bigger the swim platform 
the smaller the laz space

It’s a good solution because no element of it 
compromises the integrity of the hull and 
transom.

Technical & Equipment

The “Classic” 
Reverse Shear 
Transom

The Solutions
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Technical & Equipment

We all want to have our cake and eat it, so at 
Kraken we decided on trying to do just that 
with the K50 v2 transom.

We are totally committed to a reverse 
shear transom shape, since it’s by far the 
safest and easiest way to recover a MOB 
and the negatives that come with the swim 
platform/dingy garage are just too great.

Safety durability and ease of use are what 
Kraken Yachts are all about and we also 
didn’t want to sacrifice any lazarette 
volume.
 

Our base design was already a sugar scoop 
transom and a lot of work had gone into 
finding the right balance between the size 
of the platform and the impact on interior 
transom space, but we had to agree a bigger 
swim platform is desirable. We had to find 
a way to increase the platform size without 
reducing the internal volume. Many options 
were considered:  

• The whole platform slide out like a 
drawer. While a good concept, this 
stumbled during the engineering 
analysis, where we realised that the 
hardware to achieve this might be 
too complex and therefore prone to 
breakdowns  

• A second “platform extension” slide 
out from underneath the sugar scoop. 
Neat and fairly simple but after further 
research, this solution was falling short 
on the same points like the one above, 
complexity and durability. As an added 
problem this solution meant there was 
an opening into the hull very close to the 
waterline, not good! 

Why not Both?

Most performance cruiser designs have 
gone down this route in the last ten years 
or so. It offers an aesthetically pleasing 
transom solution eliminating dingy davits 
by storing the dingy inside the transom. 
With their sometimes huge bathing 
platform it’s a big selling point at boat 
shows, where people are thinking about 
their leisure time onboard. It does, however, 
come with some serious drawbacks and 
safety issues:

• If the transom door breaks off or 
becomes partially open the open dingy 
garage is then open to the sea. Whilst 
the sea cannot get into the main interior, 
the weight from the ingress of a wave 
into the dingy garage area will hold the 
transom down endangering the yacht 
due to swamping. 
 

• At sea, and therefore when closed, the 
transom is a vertical wall, so recovering 
a man overboard is very difficult, as is 
recovering a diver or stopping for a quick 
swim unless its dead flat calm.

• Boarding the yacht when stern-to in a 
marina or at a quay can be difficult and 
requires a passerelle to be carried and 
deployed. 

• You cannot lower the platform in any 
sea state other than dead flat calm. Wave 
slap or worse, waves going onto the 
platform, will wreak havoc on the hinges 
and support mechanism. 

• Recovering and stowing the dingy if the 
sea has got up in the anchorage can be 
very difficult.  

• The storage area of the dingy garage will 
seriously impact the interior aft cabin 
volume and eliminate the stern lazarette 
lockers. 

• Deploying and recovering the dingy is a 
much bigger task. 

All that being said it does provide a much 
bigger swim platform and eliminates 
davits. 

The dingy 
garage/swim 

platform
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Technical & Equipment

After going back and forth between 
discussions and the drawing board (well, 
computer really) for several weeks, the 
simplest of solutions came to our minds 
almost unanimously. Use a double leafed 
bottom swim platform and unfold it like 
a saloon table. Viola! Sounds too simple 
right? That's because the base concept is 
just that. Imagine that you have a book the 
size of the transom platform, when you 
open the book you double its area. This is 
exactly what we did.
 

This solution achieved all our objectives: 

1. No openings into the hull - totally 
watertight and uncompromised integrity 

2. Full reverse shear transom for MOB/
diver/swimmer recovery at sea in any 
wave conditions  

3. Double swim platform space when open 

4. Transom ladder moves with the platform 
meaning you always have a dive ladder 
no matter the position of the platform 

5. Simple and easy to deploy at anchor 

6. Enables the dingy bottom to be cleaned 
without the necessity to take it to shore, 
drag it up a beach and turn it over

The platform is supported by 
the hinge on one long edge 
with two Dyneema strops 
supporting the outside corners 
when deployed, thereby fully 
supporting the platform and the 
users. The Dyneema strops are 
connected to the davit tubes, 
from here the user can open or 
close the platform with a swift 
pull on the strops.

Flexiteek, teak or a non-slip 
covering on each side of the 
fold-out platform provides good 
traction wet or dry.

The dive/swim ladder design is 
our last innovation. The cherry 
on the cake. It is mounted to both 
parts of the platform so works 
equally well in either position. 
As an added bonus for swimmers 
of all ages, as well as divers with 

heavy dive tanks, the folded 
platform has two sockets either 
side of the ladder that house 
removable handholds, to make 
climbing back onto the platform 
very easy. 

We are fitting this solution to the 
K50 currently in build so keep 
your eyes on the Birth of Blue 
Water Yacht for updates as it is 
constructed.
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Man
Overboard

By
Mawgan Grace

Photo by anouar olh
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Sailing Skills

Every skipper worth his salt should 
have a clear and rehearsed MOB plan 
for recovering an crew member from 
overboard, writes Mawgan Grace. 

This plan should be relayed and discussed 
with the crew so that they understand it as 
well. With new and unfamiliar crew, it is 
sound practice to carry out an actual MOB 
using a fender or lifebelt. 

The RYA Sea Survival course, valid for five 
years, now incorporates new techniques, 
including use of the Lifesling, which is used 
to pull a MOB back aboard. An 80kg+ person 
can be lifted vertically up and onto the 
deck with this great piece of kit. This can 
be more challenging that may be apparent, 
especially in heavy weather but with the 
use of a “truckers hitch”(Click here to see 
our how-to guide) or bowline about three 

meters from the survival sling, the MOB 
can be pulled to the side of the boat where a 
halyard is attached to the harness allowing 
them to be hauled or winched aboard, you 
may need to get a guy line on close to the 
sling so you can guide the sling over the rail 
and stop it swinging if there's any seaway 
running.

Phase 1:  Immediate Action
I have listed the next steps numerically 
below but the steps and actions and the 
order you can carry them out will depend 
on the number and experience of your 
crew and the sea and weather conditions 
you face. However, the skipper should 
endeavour to carry out point one 
first, if at all possible and knowing the 
resources he has at hand. He must then 

Under sail:

a) If your sailing upwind hove-to

b) Under cruising chute or 
spinnaker in light winds, execute 
a controlled drop or a furl if top-
down furler. 

c) If you’re under spinnaker 
in strong winds, release all 3 
corners and steer away from the 
sail, ensuring that before you do 
release the sail, you have changed 
course from dead downwind 
so that you do not run over the 
spinnaker in the water. 

Check for lines over the side and 
start the engine 

delegate the tasks and actions below to 
their crew ensuring they clearly understand 
the tasks they are given. The skipper must 
create an air of calm and order, because 
panic will, without doubt, hugely reduce the 
effectiveness of the rescue. 

If you consider a crew member is near, 
or in panic, ask them to repeat the task 

you’ve appointed them, just to make sure 
they've understood. The skipper must 
quickly identify any crew that are not able 
to respond coherently to their orders and if 
necessary eliminate them from tasks in the 
rescue until they have settled down.

Press the MOB button or your GPS 
plotter and check you have a track 
running

The person spotting the MOB 
shouts “Man Overboard” and then 
continues to point in the direction 
of the MOB until recovered

Most senior person takes charge 
of the yacht

At night use floating lanterns and 
light-sticks to mark their location 
in the water 

Under engine, helm puts the 
engine in neutral 

Transmit a DSC distress call and 
then send a voice MAYDAY on 
CH16

Deploy the lifebelts and jon/dan 
buoy into the sea to mark the MOB 
position
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Sailing Skills

Phase 2:  The Return

If under sail, furl the foresail and 
centre the mainsail

Get a rescue swimmer ready for a 
water entry and get the Lifesling, 
a climbing harness, a manual 
inflation lifejacket and a face 
mask and fins ready and to hand.

Motor downwind of the casualty

If sufficient crew, drop the 
mainsail into the lazy bag

Once the MOB is on the bow, put 
the engine in neutral

Turn slightly to put MOB on 
the leeward side (preferably 
starboard, engine control side)

Turn and motor upwind
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Sailing Skills

Phase 3:  The Recovery

Attach your line to a winch and start to hoist 
them onboard

Throw the Lifesling to the MOB Have the MOB put the Lifesling on

As you can imagine a reverse sheer transom will make recovering a MOB 
significantly easier especially if  the MOB is unconscious

Able-bodied MOB: 

a) Throw the Lifesling to MOB 
(see below) 
b) MOB puts on the Lifesling

Disabled MOB: 

a) Rescue swimmer clips onto a 
spare line and enters the water 

b) Rescue swimmer puts Lifesling 
on to the casualty 

c) If time, put lifeline under 
casualty knees to give a near-
horizontal lift

Pull in Lifesling rope to the loop 
and clip the Lifesling onto a spare 
halyard

Winch the casualty onto the 
vessel

Bring the rescue swimmer back 
onboard using his halyard

Keep casualty horizontal and 
move to a protected position

Open the lifeline side-gate or 
consider cutting the lifelines (if 
safe) to ease bringing the casualty 
onto the deck

If required, apply first aid and call 
MRCC for medical advice
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Spray, dew, rain, water from swimmers 
climbing on and off the vessel, dust and 
even bugs can make a deck more hazardous. 
Bare feet or even worse flip flops/thongs 
can be lethal

Passing vessels can cause wakes that can 
take crew by surprise

Shouts whilst moving along decks, clothing 
getting caught on hardware, or incidents/
objects of interest can take attention away 
from the task in hand

The skipper may change direction sharply 
due to mechanical difficulties, fishing net 
or deadhead avoidance, wake cutting or 
maybe emergency manoeuvres

Reaching, leaning or leveraging against a 
lifeline or low cabin side when fishing, or 
maybe trying to reach a leach line, causing 
loss of balance

Moving about decks without holding on to 
the boat. Remember the age-old adage ‘one 
hand for the ship one hand for the man’

Beware of going on the foredeck when 
the yacht may tack, especially if the rig 
includes self-tacking foresails

Tell the crew to use the heads at sea, not the 
side rail or the transom. You won’t find this 
one in many manuals!

Causing balance and judgment being lost

Not clipping on, or not using one at all!

Sailing Skills

Slippery decks and inappropriate footwear

Unexpected wakes

Distractions

Sudden changes in direction

Low gunwales/safety lines

Not using secure handholds

Tacking with crew on the foredeck

OFS (Open Fly Syndrome) 

Excessive alcohol consumption

Improper use of harness

Things to consider

Do not be put off by the complexities of the above. The chances are 
that if you are unfortunate enough to suffer a MOB you will deal with 
the retrieval from your own impulses and experience, considering the 
conditions at hand. Do not try and make a textbook recovery if you have 
to stop and read the pages! Use your own initiative at the time.

It’s worth considering at this point what the main 
causes of man overboard from a sailing yacht are: 
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Convoy 
of fear

Sailors’ stories

A face-off with gun-toting pirates 
left a family sailor with Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder, Dick 
Durham discovers.
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I’m looking at a perfectly tooled 
paperweight of a schooner suspended in 
turquoise glass, but then a bikini-clad 
woman walks along the deck and jumps 
overboard. This is no ship-in-a-bottle, this 
is reality. A reality that Dutch-born sailor, 
Rene Tiemessen, has created on his website, 
www.flaka.nl, for his cruising business 
aboard three luxury Turkish gulets. The 
vessels are based on the traditional fishing 
and sponge-diving craft that once worked 
the Aegean Sea. Today, these wooden craft 
pamper folks instead of packing fish, luring 
those seeking the real Mediterranean, from 
all over the world to the colourful port 
of Bodrum, home of the first historian, 
Herodotus.

With his wife, Edith, and daughter, Devi, 
living aboard with him, Rene, a larger-
than-life character, seems to exist in a 
marine idyll. However, for the bluff, but 
friendly 57-year-old, whose direct and salty 
approach has gained him many friends on 
the waterfront of the Turkish Riviera, a life 
of voyaging has had its darker side.

Time was when he and Edith lived aboard 
Alondra, a 60ft (18.30m) classic wooden 
sloop built in 1965 and designed by 
Philip Rhodes. In her they cruised the 
Mediterranean.

They left the Med from Turkey in 2007 to 
sail down through the Red Sea across the 

Sailors’ stories

Indian Ocean to South-East Asia. 
On this passage poignantly, as it turned 
out, they met Paul and Rachel Chandler, 
a couple from Tunbridge Wells, Kent, UK, 
who were cruising long distance in their 
Rival 38, Lynn Rival.

‘We sailed with them down the Red Sea,’ 
Rene told Ocean Sailor, ‘I recall they were 
pretty reckless, camping out in bays they 
shouldn’t have been in. They had been 
warned about piracy. I had warned them 
myself. They were nutters, stupid. The 
Yemeni Coastguard were furious’.

Two years later, in October 2009, the 
Chandlers’ luck ran out. They were taken 
hostage by Somali pirates as they left the 
Seychelles bound for Tanzania. After more 
than a year in captivity, they were released 
following the payment of a ransom, which 
the BBC reported as being $1 million (US). 
They then sold their story to a newspaper, 
wrote a book and were involved in the 
Netflix documentary, ‘Captive’, all of which 
infuriated Rene. ‘They were irresponsible,’ 
he said, ‘their actions made things worse 
for all other cruising sailors in the area’.

Rene had cruised the Gulf region before 
and made it a rule never to carry weapons. 
He said that in the culture of the Arabian 
Peninsula the locals look on life and death 
in a completely different way to Europeans 
and they all understand how to use guns.

‘A Sudanese nomad barely has a place to 
live, they bury four out of five of their 
babies, it’s not a big drama. Eritrean tribes 
carry medieval swords and they’re not 
for peeling potatoes. Yemenis all wear 
daggers and carry guns openly. Many 
are under the influence of the drug khat, 
they’re not capable of being rational. If you 
carry a gun you are already one to nought 
behind the local. As the tension grows and 
you naturally hesitate, you give him the 
opportunity to pull the trigger, he is going 
to do it quicker than you’.

Another reason Rene refuses to have a 
gun onboard is the fear of using it against 
innocent seafarers by mistake.

‘Ninety-nine per cent of boats in that area 
have high powered outboard engines. Once 
a skiff came speeding out towards us and 
her crew were all wearing balaclavas. I was 
very worried until they asked for water! 
They had been following dolphins – which 
means the fish are about – and had gone 
further out than planned.’
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On another occasion in the Bab al-Mandab 
Strait between Yemen and the Arab 
Peninsula, which connects the Red Sea with 
the Gulf of Aden, matters became more 
serious.

‘A skiff came out to us and one of the crew 
held a gun. He demanded I stop. I sent Edith 
and our crew Nadia below immediately’.

Edith quickly set about hiding passports, 
computers and cash, ‘which they would 
have found anyway,’ said Rene.

‘This pirate was pointing a Kalashnikov at 
me. I just started screaming and yelling: 
“Don’t put your gun in my face”. I was 
shouting very, very loud. Loud as I could. 
This guy looked at his mate as if to say: 
“What’s happening? He’s not giving in. 
What do I do?” and his mate just shrugged 
his shoulders’.

Mercifully, the attempted heist was over 
and the boat sped off. Note from Dick B: If 
you have seen, as I have,  Rene shouting and 
screaming at people you will understand why 
they cleared off! 

Rene radioed a mayday saying they were 
under attack, but cancelled it once they 
realised the pirates weren’t coming back.

In 2011, the piracy problem really exploded. 
‘Suddenly large vessels were hijacked all 
over the Indian Ocean, boats felt under 
threat,’ Rene said. He and Edith, now with 
a toddler, daughter Devi, were planning 
a return to Turkey from Thailand via Sri 
Lanka and the Red Sea. As veterans of 
this particular passage, they were asked 
by other sailors they knew to organise a 
convoy. ‘We thought there might be security 
in numbers’, said Rene.

Rene agreed to chair a meeting and provide 
a briefing for the skippers of 40 boats but 
was amazed when 300 people turned up.

In the land of the blind the one eyed man 
is king’, and I became the one eyed king’ 
Rene said.  We’d sailed this route before, 
of course, we knew more than the other 
skippers that hadn’t, but suddenly I became 
the ‘go to’ guy for every problem that 
occurred’. 

For the critical area, Rene organised groups 
into mini-flotillas of up to six or seven 
yachts, motor-sailing 100 metres apart 
in a diamond shape, with pre-arranged 
waypoints. ‘It was a big task and the 
pressure on me grew’, said Rene.

The pressure continued to crank up on 
Rene, before they had even set off he had 
been asked to fix a gearbox, another to 
check out some rigging, plus a myriad of 
other requests. Once we did all set off, when 
there was a slight wind shift, Rene told 
me ‘my radio exploded with people asking 
what they should do? It was as though the 
threat of piracy had caused a diminution 
of responsibility. They had become the 
children following the pied piper’ as Rene 
bluntly put it.

The flotilla avoided crossing the ocean and 
instead coasted around India and Pakistan, 
which Rene considered to be a safer route.

Surrounded by 6 skiffs 
heavily armed

Armed Threat on 
Previous Voyage Down

Galle

Maldives

Cochin

Salalah

Al Mukallah
Aden

Assab

Massawa

Suhakin

Marsa Alam

El Tor

Suez

Larnaca

Bodrum
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At one point, before they were going into 
the danger zone, Alondra fell behind the 
main convoy due to engine problems. They 
caught back up after 2 -3 days when they 
were off Muscat, but Rene noticed he wasn't 
being kept in all the communications.  
After questioning what was going on, he 
discovered one of the sailors in his convoy, 
a Brazilian yachtsman, had a rifle with him, 
and had convinced the other yachts to make 
Molotov cocktails to throw at pirates if they 
were attacked. 

‘It was surreal, we knew there were local 
tribes having fire fights with Al Qaeda 
gunmen with Kalashnikov machine guns, 
and before we had left we had all agreed 
not to carry weapons, but now I hear about 
this guy who’d concealed a gun on board 
and has been seen flashing it at fishermen. 
I told them all that they could do what they 
wanted, but that I would not continue with 
them unless they threw away the petrol 
bombs. I told them I would rather go alone 
than invite certain disaster trying to fight 
organised pirates armed with RPG’s and 
automatic weapons with one field rifle 
and some homemade petrol bombs. I told 
the Brazilian skipper whatever the group 
decided I would not sail with him unless he 
threw it overboard immediately’.

All, including the Brazilian guy, saw sense 
and the convoy, as one, continued on 
towards the Gulf of Aden.
  
All was well until they were off Oman, then 
the nightmare they had all feared unfolded 
when they were surrounded by six pirate 
skiffs. 
‘I put in a desperate call to a ship from the 
Dutch Navy that we knew was in the area. I 
asked for help from the Marines who I knew 
could assist in fast RIBS. I even offered to 
pay for the fuel, if they would assist and 
accompany us through the critical area, but 
all my desperate pleas were turned down’ 
Rene recalled.

‘Nobody wanted to help us, even though 
the Indian Ocean was packed with warships 
from the NATO alliance including the US, 
the UK, and the Netherlands, as well as 
India and Japan. We called them all while 
the skiffs circled the convoy for over 
an hour. The tension and the fear was 
unbearable, but for whatever reason, they 
never closed in, and as one, all suddenly 
left’.

The stress of being responsible for so many 
yachts and their crew took a heavy toll on 
Rene’s mental health.

‘Even when we eventually anchored back in 
Turkey I hardly moved from below decks 
and couldn't face hoisting the sails at all. I 
was exhausted from the tension. I couldn’t 
sleep, I continually had anxiety attacks, I 
was afraid of the very water that was my 
home and my playground’.

He engaged a therapist who immediately 
diagnosed Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.

‘I didn’t realise just how severely this had 
all hit me. I did eventually come out of it, 
but with the light of hindsight this was one 
adventure I wish I had not embarked on, 
but we don’t always have such vision do we? 
I’m now sailing again and loving my life 
here in Turkey’, Rene added.

A note from Dick Beaumont:
I know the impact this voyage had on Rene 
and Edith both, and I'm very glad to tell you 
they are back on top form. Rene has recovered 
his voice fully! It's not only pirates that run 
away when he's not happy, eh Edith?

Sailors’ stories
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All is lostHostage
Robert Redford is a single-handed yachtsman who wakes up to come 
on watch only to find water flooding into his boat. He is in the middle 
of the Indian Ocean and has hit a rogue container which has smashed 
its way into his hull, in every sailor’s nightmare (see this month’s 
lead feature ‘Containers’).

He levers the yacht away from the box, patches the hole and climbs 
the mast to try and rig up jury communications – as the ingress of 
saltwater has ruined his nav and comms system.

If things weren’t bad enough a tropical storm is coming his way.

He suffers a MOB, dismasting, and concussion from a knockdown…
I won’t reveal more, even though there’s much more to reveal, for fear 
of spoiling your viewing fun.

A lot of armchair admirals panned this film in order to display their 
own knowledge and experience. I thoroughly enjoyed it, however. 
After all, who hasn’t seen a maritime blockbuster where the sails 
hang limply in a ‘storm’, waves crash aboard in a flat calm, and 
sailing vessels seem to go faster than their maximum hull speed? 

No one’s pretending All Is Lost is anything other than a piece of 
theatre and as such it works very well. I guarantee you’ll be on the 
edge of your bunk.

British couple Paul and Rachel Chandler were kidnapped by Somali 
pirates in October 2009 and lifted off their 38ft Rival sloop on passage 
from the Seychelles to Tanzania. The Royal Navy picked up their 
yacht, Lynn Rival, six days later abandoned off the Somali coast.
After the attack, the couple from Tunbridge Wells, Kent in the 
UK, were taken aboard a hijacked merchant ship and then to 
Somalia, where they were held for over a year, enduring threats and 
intimidation as their captors demanded millions of dollars from their 
family. The Chandlers recount their terrifying ordeal, revealing that 
it was their belief in each other and their determination to survive 
which carried them through. They reveal they would have preferred 
death to being separated.
 
I recall covering this nightmare at the time for Yachting Monthly 
magazine. The couple were criticised by various interested bodies 
(see this month’s Sailors’ Stories) for ignoring the warnings from 
many quarters not to sail in the area which had become notorious for 
marauding pirates. 
 
A ransom was paid for their release and the unfortunate couple then 
faced further denunciation for increasing the likelihood of other 
innocent yachtsmen and women being taken for cash.
 
No one can condone such terrible actions, but perhaps it should be 
considered that what forced the Somali fishermen into desperate 
acts of piracy in the first place, was the starvation caused by giant 
international factory fishing ships who's fleets hoovered up all the 
fish stocks off the Puntland coast, leaving only poverty in 
their wakes.

Directed by J. C. ChandorBy Paul and Rachel Chandler

This months recommended reading from the Editor

Mariner’s Library
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First anchorage

Second anchorage 

Technical & Equipment

CASE HISTORY By Dick Beaumont

Fig. 1

Fifteen years ago, on passage from Kota 
Kinabalu, Malaysia to Phuket Thailand, in 
Moonshadow, my Tayana 58, I motored, at 
dusk, into an anchorage called Port Klang, 
in northern Malaysia, it was very aptly 
named as we later found out. The anchorage 
there was clearly marked on my Navionics 
chart, as you can see below (see Fig.1).

I selected my anchoring position in 6m over 
a flat mud seabed and then continued to box 
the anchor, scanning the bottom to ensure 
there were no bommies, rock outcrops 
or seaweed beds in the 40m swinging 
circumference (anchor chain length plus 
the boat length) surrounding my selected 
position. Click here to read our how-to 
guide on anchoring.

All was good for 3/4 of the circle when 
suddenly crash, or perhaps klang, we hit 
something very hard and unforgiving. I 
backed up along my track and ran below 
to see if we were taking in water. To my 
relief it seemed that the 20mm thick hull 
of Moonshadow had withstood the collision 
and I found no water in the bilge, my pulse 
rate started to return to normal. I checked 
the chart again, we were clearly in the area 
marked as an anchorage and surrounded by 
dozens of small coasters and large fishing 
boats (see Fig.1). 

Two of my crew went up on the bow 
with big diving torches to scan the water 
where we had crashed. Nothing. With my 

confidence at a low ebb, I very slowly turned 
Moonshadow round and followed my track 
back 100mts or so, selected another area of 
flat mud, still at 6m, and again proceeded 
to very gingerly box the anchor, with my 
crew peering in the torchlight into the 
turbid waters. This time all was completely 
clear and I dropped my anchor in the circle 
of certainty I had created. When dawn 
came I donned my diving gear, took a 
torch, because the water visibility was less 
than a metre, and jumped in to inspect 
the damage. To my horror, I discovered a 
gouge in the hull three feet (1m) long. The 
gouge was the depth of my thumbnail. We 
could only have ⅛” (2-3mm) of GRP left 
between us and disaster. I used a two-part 
epoxy putty which sets underwater, which 
I always carry onboard, to temporarily fill 
the gouge, and got back on board ready to 
head on to Phuket. There was no chance to 
be hauled out until Phuket. Before leaving I 
was determined to find out what we’d hit, 
so took the dingy over to the collision area, 
and slipped over the side with my mask 
and snorkel. There, sitting with its bridge 
section just three feet below the surface, 
was the wreck of a small steel coaster. The 
paint was still on her, she had clearly been 
down only a few months or so.

I sailed on up to Phuket, hauled out at Boat 
Lagoon to repair the damage and had an 
Interphase forward-sonar fitted. The penny 
had dropped for me; just because there’s 
6m beneath the boat does not mean there’s 

6m depth in front of the boat. That piece 
of equipment improved my confidence no 
end when going in to anchor anywhere new 
and after dark. I've lost count of how many 
times I have arrived at an anchorage later 
than expected and been obliged to sail on 
through the night rather than risk going 
in after dark. The forward sonar changed 
that completely, allowing forward vision 
underwater as well as above the surface day 
or night.

Another significant benefit is being able 
to get in closer to land and sit in calm, 
sheltered water while other yachts further 
out spend the night rolling around in 
a swell for fear of going in to close and 
grounding.

The forward-sonar also allows you to 
get close in to a coral reef to drop scuba 
divers off, without the hassle of anchoring, 
launching the dingy and loading all the 
dive gear into it, or the fear of wrecking the 
yacht.  

In this manner, I spent three months 
sailing and diving uncharted coral atolls in 
Papua New Guinea, something you couldn’t 
consider without the forward sonar.
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To paraphrase Star Trek’s Captain Kirk, 
yachtsmen can now ‘boldly go where 
no man has gone before’ thanks to the 
forward-sonar. By installing a forward 
sonar it completes the advantages of GPS 
plotter systems loaded with electronic chart 
chips that can pinpoint your position above 
the water within a few inches and lets you 
see what’s below the water in front of your 
yacht as well.

Whilst GPS can tell you exactly where 
you are, it can’t however tell you what's 
in front of you underwater. There are still 
plenty of remote uncharted parts of the 
world which reward the more adventurous 
sailors that get to them, with pristine 
untouched coral reefs and fascinating and 
sometimes primitive cultures, that remain 
largely unvisited by foreigners.  Poorly 

or uncharted seas represent a different 
challenge for the voyaging yacht as there 
is no certainty of the underwater terrain. 
A grounding or collision hundreds, or 
sometimes thousands, of miles from 
assistance could be catastrophic.
The earlier systems were expensive and 
required the insight of a Jedi Knight. Today 
as more of the mainstream electronic 
manufacturers are producing them the 
price has dropped considerably.

Many will think of fish finders when sonar 
is mentioned, but technology has moved on 
with CHIRP transducers that operate over 
a wide range of frequencies. The ability to 
scan past objects and differentiate between 
bottom structures and topography with 
high definition imagery has dramatically 
improved safety. 

There are a few things to consider when 
buying a sonar and transducer. Higher 
frequencies produce far more detail than 
lower frequency transducers but do so at 
the cost of range. Smaller, less complex 
transducers are cheaper, but larger higher 
power transducers can provide clearer 
images with extended ranges in 3D.
Many of the sonar units will require a 
certain brand of chart plotter, so if you 
are installing a new system or thinking 
of upgrading, this must be taken into 
consideration. 

We have reviewed the three main market 
leaders as a starter guide.

Forward-looking 
Sonars on Review
By Trystan Grace
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The slimline 31mm transducer is a low 
impact appendage for the hull and overall 
the ForwardScan is easy to use, and 
comparatively easy to install. The visuals 
are a little basic but plus features include 
the ability to display a cone in front of 
the yacht on the chart mode. The range, 

depth and arc area are smaller than other 
brands and the range certainly drops off 
significantly in shallower water. However, if 
you are running a B&G system or are set on 
upgrading to their system, it is a good buy.

B&G ForwardScan

ForwardScan Transducer with 
Sleeve and Plug
£731 / €720 / $699

Sonarhub
£628 / €617 / $699

Price & Conclusion

Designed to directly integrate with their 
own plotters, the B&G ForwardScan has 
a 31mm,180kHz transducer which scans 
the seabed at a 15° horizontal arc and up to 
90m in front of the yacht. This range does 
decrease quite significantly as you move 
into shallower water, providing a range 
of about 4x the depth. It has difficulty at 
times registering the seabed in shallow 
muddy waters but as it is paired with the 
depth information already captured from 
the chart plotter’s depth transducer, false 
readings are not common.

If you use a Vulcan or Zeus³ chart plotter, 
it allows direct connection between the 
transducer and plotter. If you have an older 

model plotter or if your cable length is 
more than 12m, you will need to buy the 
Sonarhub processor unit to pair up with the 
transducer. 

The depth data is presented onto a 2D 
graph which shows the area ahead of the 
yacht and can also be superimposed onto 
the chart. The ability to split the screen 
and show this arc in front of the yacht 
on the chart is a useful feature, however, 
the visuals overall are a little basic when 
compared to other models on the market. 
The price reflects this.

Overview
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These units are quite cost-effective, 
especially for the sailor who does not wish 
to upgrade his navigation system to a 
certain brand. Although still a 2D display, 

the data is displayed with more detail than 
the B&G ForwardScan. The user interface 
is not as user friendly as the other models 
on the list but these units certainly offer 
higher detail and more range than the 
ForwardScan.

The FLS 3D is certainly the best model 
on the list however it comes with a high 
price tag. This model is certainly not for 
everyone but it will appeal to the ocean 
sailor who is planning on serious remote 
‘off the grid’ blue water exploration where 
safety is the highest priority. The display 
shows an accurate 3D profile of the seabed 
which is easy to understand and, due to 

its dual transducers, it has an excellent 
range and depth. As it is not specifically 
designed for a certain chart plotter, it may 
not display perfectly on some models like 
the Raymarine plotter we tried. You will 
also need space to install the keypad which 
might be a problem if your helm console is 
tight on space. 
With all that said, it is an excellent unit and 
certainly, the best on our shortlist if money 
and consol space is no issue.

Echopilot

FLS Platinum Engine
£1,000 / €1125 / $1,362

FLS 2D
£1,179 / €1,325 / $1,569

FLS 3D
£9,550 / €11,235 / $13,000

Price & Conclusion

Overview
This British-based company has been 
leading the market for a number of years 
and offers three models that focus on 
seabed scanning over fish finding: the FLS 
Platinum Edition, FLS 2D and FLS 3D. Each 
varies in complexity and price. 

FLS Platinum Engine This option comes 
with a 45mm transducer, black box and 
video interface which allows it to display on 
third party chart plotters via VGA or HDMI. 
With a 30° horizontal arc, a 90° arc forward 
and down, it scans at 100m depth and 
200m range forward. The graphics shown 
are similar to the B&G ForwardScan, a 2D 
cross-section of the waters ahead, however 
different colours denote how solid the 
scanned surface is, hard materials like rock 
in red or soft materials like sand or mud in 
blue.

FLS 2D - The FLS 2D is very similar to 
the Platinum, featuring the same arc, 
ranges and graphics, but it comes with its 
own 7” LCD display and with a choice of 
transducers. The standard transducer is 
the same as the FLS Platinum however the 
slightly larger professional bronze through-
hull transducer (60mm) provides more 
details. The user interface is a little clunky 
compared to other brands.

FLS 3D - The FLS 3D is the flagship model 
and is quite a step up from the other two. 
It uses two 75mm units, each with two 
200kHz transducers which allows it to 
show a 60° horizontal ahead of the yacht. 
The range shows at about 20 times the 
water depth. 

Like the Platinum model, it also plugs into 
third party chart plotters through the video 
aux mode and again through VGA or HDMI 
ports. We tested this model on a Raymarine 
unit and were unable to achieve a full-
screen image, however, we cannot confirm 
how it is displayed on plotters from other 
brands. It does feature an HD full graphical 
cone in front of the yacht which makes 
mapping the seabed very easy.

The package includes the two transducer 
units, a black box processor, transducer 
interface and a helm mounted keypad.
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Although not a 3D display, the Panoplix™ 
provides the highest detail of the units 
on test. Its ease of connectivity to many 
Garmin chart plotters is a huge bonus for 
those sailors who are using or upgrading 

All the forward sonars we reviewed offer a 
considerable advantage to sailors heading 
into unfamiliar waters, however, the B&G 
system has a much reduced forward range 
than the other systems. It may seem fine 

to a Garmin system. In FrontVü mode, the 
range in shallow water is impressive and if 
the detail is more important than the range, 
LiveVü provides great versatility.

that in 50m of water you can see 200m in 
front of the vessel but a forward sonar is 
most useful in shallow waters, and in just 
4m of water you can only see 16m in front 
of the transducers so only 14m off the bow, 
a boat length which isn’t enough to stop in 
unless you’re going very slow. 

The Echopilot FLS 3D definitely provides 
the best visuals but at a price that is above 
most cruisers budget.
  

After taking into account price, usability 
and detail, we think the Panoplix™ offers 
the best overall package on the market. It’s 
ability to see forward 8 x the depth is a big 
bonus and it will certainly improve the level 
of safety for your yacht and your crew.

Garmin Panoplix™ PS51-TH

Ps51-TH
£1,359.99 / €1,530 / $1,499

Price & Conclusion

Like B&G, Garmin has also designed and 
produced sonar equipment for their range 
of plotters. Their sonar range has received 
excellent reviews which are due in part 
to Garmin acquiring Interphase™, the 
leader in Marine Phased Array Scanning 
Technology in 2012.

Many of the Panoplix options are designed 
for fish finding, however, the Panoplix™ 
PS51-TH is a 50.88 mm through-hull 
transducer that provides a horizontal arc 

of 20° and 90° arc downward. The sonar 
data is displayed on a 2D cross-section like 
other models however it is a lot clearer and 
with more detail. The information is also 
displayed near-instantly, much faster than 
the other models tested.

In FrontVü mode, the range is about 90m 
range in-front of the yacht or about 8-10 
times the depth of the water as it gets 
shallower. It will show a clear picture with 
boat speeds up to about eight knots.

The LiveVü Forward mode displays at a 
higher detail and it should be noted that 
with its 417 kHz transducer, has a higher 
level of detail than the other brands 
however this does come at a cost of range, 
bringing it back to about 30m in this mode. 

There is an extensive list of Garmin chart 
potters that this transducer plugs directly 
into so no black box is required. Click here 
to check if your plotter is supported.

Overview

Conclusion

Winner
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in The Galley
With Rob Beaumont

(Seh-vee-chay)

Whiting 
Ceviche
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From The Galley

INGREDIENTS

Let's begin

• 4 - 6 (2kg) whole good sized whiting, or any 
other white fish

• 1 red onion, diced as finely as your knife skills 
will allow, but the finer the better

• 2 red chilies, deseeded and finely diced
• 2 cloves of garlic, diced the same as the onion

• Juice of 6 limes and the grated peel of 1
• Juice of a small clementine
• 1 tsp salt
• 1 tsp sugar
• A big bunch of fresh coriander

As winter takes hold across the UK 
this is a recipe to get you thinking of 
warmer climes. We're using whiting, 
a very common and underrated fish 
here in the UK, but you can use any 
white fish you have available from 
anywhere on the globe. Whiting is a 
relative of the cod only smaller, it’s 
been in abundance in British coastal 
waters for the last three months and 
is at it’s best, right now. This year Dad 
and I have caught a lot of whiting - 

Take the fillets off the bone, removing 
any pin bones (although whiting 
bones are so small they mainly go 
down unnoticed which saves a little 
time and fiddling). Remove the skin 
and dice into 2cm cubes and set aside 
covered in the fridge.

we’ve had them pan-fried as fillets, 
oven-roasted on the bone as a whole 
fish, and everything in between. 

By far my favourite way is this 
ceviche; a cure of spicy lime and 
onion that lightly cooks the fish 
without the need for heat. It makes 
a perfect snack or starter and really 
shows off the best of this unsung 
delicacy at a time when most other 
fish stocks are hunkering down for 

winter. Earlier in the year (it seems 
like a lifetime ago, given 2020) my 
fiance and I toured around Costa Rica, 
where ceviche is the national dish. 
We ate it every day at roadside pull-
ups or in bars as the sun went down. 
Costa Rican’s use bass, swordfish and 
marlin, but any white fish that’s fresh 
(and I mean a day or two old, at max) 
works wonders. The key is fresh fish, 
a sharp knife and a fridge.

From The Galley
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From The Galley

Mix the diced onion, garlic, sugar, 
salt, lime and clementine juice and 
zest in a bowl. Give it a taste and 
make sure you’ve got enough sugar 
to counteract the acidity of the lime 
and enough salt to give everything a 
pungent, strong taste.

In a big mixing bowl mix the fish 
with the marinade, making sure all 
the flesh is submerged, and cover 
with cling film. Pop in the fridge for 
at least 20 minutes but for no more 
than 2 hours. The acidity of the lime 
actually cooks the fish - curing it as 
you would Gravadlax. The raw and 
opaque flesh ‘cooks’ in the juice, 
turning white as it goes. Don’t leave 
it past two hours as the fish starts to 
disintegrate and the marinade starts 
to take on a little fizz.

To serve, set a few crackers onto a 
side plate. Roughly chop the coriander 
before folding it into the fish 
marinade. Load a few big spoonfuls 
onto the plate, heaping it onto the 
crackers to give each mouthful that 
lovely mix of soft-flesh and crunchy 
cracker. 

Serve with an ice-cold bottle of 
Pilsen, in homage to wonderful Costa 
Rica, or a dry and equally cold white 
wine, such as a Chablis or Picpoul de 
Pinet!

Enjoy!
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The birth of a

blue water 
yacht We very sadly lost our colleague 

Ahmed Keskin, one of the founding 
partners of Su Marine, Kraken's joint 
venture partner, to Covid. He will be 
greatly missed by his family and all at 
Su Marine and Kraken Yachts.

The pandemic has also seen up to 
50% of our work force affected at 
any one time, therefore production 
has slowed down a bit over the last 3 
months.

Despite these very hard times we all 
find ourselves in, the K50 v 2 is really 
taking shape now...
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In-Build at Kraken

The team is building a mould which will 
be used to bend the plexiglass for the 

deck windshield.

The moulded saloon glass is brought to 
the boat for a dry fitting. The mullions are 
ground to ensure a tight fit and will be gel 
coated before final installation.

The plywood base flooring is laid in the 
galley with bilge access hatches pre-cut. 

A 5mm solid oak planked floor will be 
fitted next.
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In-Build at Kraken

The galley cabinetry is prepared and 
installed. All surfaces are covered to 

protect them until the yacht is finished.

This cabinetry will house the Vitrifrigo 
double drawer fridge unit. The large 
Vitrifrigo draw freezer will be located on 
the inboard side.
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This shows the first entry point for the sub-
deck rope channels. The turn blocks and 

bullseye fairleads are milled and fabricated 
in our workshops to achieve perfect 
alignment and maximum strength.

The rope channels run the length of the 
saloon behind the cabinetry and each 
custom fairlead has a minimum safety 
factor of 4x working load.

In-Build at Kraken
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In-Build at Kraken

Two bespoke deck turning blocks sets 
direct the lines into the rope channels 

from the mast.

Kraken’s unique stanchion bases are 
designed to eliminate bulwark and deck 
damage in the event of collision. This is 
the 2 piece stanchion base, a third piece, 
the deck plate, is bolted through the 
bulwark and this base is bolted to that.
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In-Build at Kraken

The heavy-duty stainless steel bow plate is 
now being fitted. It’s designed to protect the 

deck from damage from contact with the 
chain between the windlass.

The Kraken combined fairlead and 
cleat's will be fitted into the bulwark 
after polishing.

This massive 22mm bottle screw provides 
the tie rod connection between the bow 

chain plate and the structural jib stay. 
It illustrates Kraken’s commitment to 

building our yachts to the strength and 
integrity required to sail the world’s 

oceans in safety.
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The Ocean Sailor Knot of the month

Stopper knot
The Stopper Knot is a better alternative to 
the much more commonly used knot for a 
stopper, the Figure of Eight knot.

It’s advantages over the Figure of Eight are:

1. It doesn't easily shake out.
2. It’s easy to untie.
3. It produces a bigger stop.
4. It presents a flatter face so it doesn't get 

drawn into blocks.  

It’s mainly used on sheets and halyard to 
provide a stopper so the line won’t run 
through a block, clutch cleat or jammer 
accidentally.

Pass the rope end 
from the back of 

a rope loop

Pass it through 
the loop so 

formed

Pass it through 
the first loop

Pull to tighten 
the knot

The knot is 
complete

Take it down

1 2 3

4 5 6

HOLD
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Anchorage feature

Showcasing your favourite anchorages.

Readers' favourite 
Anchorages of the World

Dropping 
Anchor
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Travel & Discovery

From Ocean Sailor Reader Chris Chandler

This idyllic little harbour in the Scottish 
Hebrides has gained a special place in 
our hearts. My late mother spent several 
summer holidays on the island when she 
was a child. Her father was a ministry 
vet and used to visit the Western Isles as 
part of his job. Canna was his favourite 
and he would leave my mother and her 
siblings with their mother for a week 
or so while he went off inspecting farm 
animals on the other islands. When we 
started sailing together as a family, in the 
late 1980s, one of our first charters was 
from Dunstaffnage, just north of Oban, 
and Canna was one of our first ports of 
call. Happily, it has lost none of its charm, 
as we discovered on a family pilgrimage 
there in 2018 in memory of our mother 
who sadly passed away in 2005.

The approach from the north, east or 
south is unobstructed. When approaching 
from the west beware the outlying rocks 
extending some 2.5nm off the SW tip of 
Canna. The harbour entrance now has a 
red can marking rocks to the south which 
are usually covered with basking seals at 
low tide.

The harbour is well protected from most 
directions. Ten moorings have been laid 
around the edge although with an easterly 
wind, in particular, some swell may enter 
and you will be more comfortable at anchor 
than on one of the more exposed outer 
buoys. Most of the harbour has charted 
depths of 3.5m, holding is good in mud once 
you are sure that you are through the kelp. 

Ashore there are magnificent beaches and 
several walking tracks with amazing views 
particularly from the top of Compass Hill 
just north of the harbour. The island boasts 
evidence of its long and varied history from 
bronze age remains, early Celtic carvings 
and Norse burial sites.  Sadly the "only 
bridge across the Atlantic Ocean" (as the 
footbridge to neighbouring Sanday was told 
to me as a child) was washed away in 2005 
and replaced by a road bridge. There is a 
tiny unmanned honesty shop selling basic 
provisions and also a fabulous restaurant 
serving fresh crab and lobster. It is cosy and 
very casual but the food and the ambience 
are amazing. Call in advance to give them 
fair warning if there are more than a few of 
you wanting shellfish! info@cafecanna.com 
+441687482488 or VHF Ch8.

Location

Coordinates

Seabed

Protection

Canna Harbour, Inner Hebrides, Scotland, UK

57° 3'22.372"N 6°29' 39.664"W

Good holding in mud

Good from all directions in the anchorage as marked with an

Canna Harbour
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From Ocean Sailor Reader Greg Frucci

This picturesque anchorage is located on 
Mayreau Island, the smallest inhabited 
island in the Grenadines. Great holding in 
sand and mooring buoys are available for 
about 40EC (€12) a night, however, due to 
the popularity of the bay, it’s recommended 
to arrive early. The beach is pristine and 
the waters are clear. There are a few bar 
and food options on the beach, with Nadie’s 
Cafe being a very popular spot. There is a 
famous barbeque available on the beach at 
night, serving lobster or chicken.

The island is lovely to hike, swim, snorkel 
and on the other side from the anchorage, 
there are some rock pools to bathe in. It’s 
only a short sail over to two other magical 
anchorages at Tobago Cays where you can 
anchor in the channel between Petit Bateau 
and Petit Rameau or drop the hook in what 
seems like the open ocean, but is actually 
a protected anchorage behind Horseshoe 
Reef. The sound of the waves crashing on 
the coral reef while you sit in perfect calm 
will keep you in the cockpit sipping your 
G&T until long after sundown.

Location

Coordinates

Seabed

Protection

Salt Whistle Bay, Mayreau, St Vincent & the Grenadines

12°38.855’N 61°23.441’W

Good holding in sand

Well protected from wind and swell apart from the NW/W

Salt Whistle Bay
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From Ocean Sailor Reader Mawgan Grace

I’m sure remote unspoiled beautiful bays 
are not the first thought for many readers 
when I say Hong Kong, however, about 
75% of the territory is green and 40% is 
national parkland. Double Haven is located 
at the very northeastern end of the New 
Territories in the Hong Kong UNESCO 
Global Geopark and as its name suggests, 
it is remarkably well protected from heavy 
weather and typhoons. Known for its 
natural beauty, its remote nature is too far 
for day pleasure junk boats and even too 
far from the city for crowds of people, so 
cruising here is the more favourable option 
if you have a boat up to the task. 

Arriving from the choppy waters of Mirs 
Bay we entered the narrow channel that 
stretches between Crescent Island and 
Double Island. Once through the channel 
Double Haven opens up in front of you, 
the flat mirror waters make it seem like a 
large inland lake. Some of the Haven is part 
of the Yan Chau Tong Marine Park which 
protects the local marine wildlife and is off-
limits anchoring, however, there are plenty 
of protected spots so please consult your 
charts for details.

Try the anchorage at old pearl farm on 
Crooked Island, named for its shape, 
the Chinese name is  吉澳 Kat O (Lucky 
bay). The island itself has been a bustling 
fishing village since the 1660s and the 
Tin Hau temple was built in 1763 and 
definitely worth a visit. Unfortunately, 
the village has suffered the fate of many 
of Hong Kong’s remote villages and many 
residents left the villages to live in the city 
or overseas, leaving a handful of the older 
generations behind. 

While at anchor we also strapped on the 
diving equipment and jumped in. We 
were pleasantly surprised the underwater 
visibility was so good and we had a very 
enjoyable dive. The waters of Hong Kong 
are generally very warm, reaching almost 
30°C in the summer, so swimming off the 
back of the boat is lovely. The whole Sai 
Kung and marine park area are fantastic 
for cruising but Double Haven especially is 
a charming step back into old Hong Kong 
away from the fast-paced city life.

Location

Coordinates

Seabed

Protection

Double Haven 印洲塘, Hong Kong

22°31.188’N 114°18.002’E

Good holding in sand/mud

Very well protected from all directions. There are multiple anchoring spots 
within the sheltered bay to ensure complete protection.

Double Haven
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Would you like your favourite anchorage featured in Ocean 
Sailor Magazine? If so, send the anchorage details with a brief 
description of why you like this anchorage, photos, showing 
the layout of the anchorage ideally, plus the primary details: 
Location, coordinates, seabed type and protection.

What's your 
favourite anchorage?

To send us your favourite anchorage

Click Here
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Riddle of 
the Rocks

Drop the hook in the Isles of Scilly, and chances are 
you’ll be anchored over a wreck, as Dick Durham reports

Travel & Discovery
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Following the discovery of wrecker’s DNA 
in his blood, the late novelist, John Fowles, 
became fascinated with the reefs that form 
the Scillies and which have sunk 1,000 
ships. After visiting the Scillies’ notorious 
Western Rocks, he described them as ‘the 
most terrible 10 square miles in maritime 
history’, recalling the centuries’ long toll of 
square-rigged ships piling up in fog, gale 
and calm.

The last commercial ship to plough onto 
the rocks of Scilly, was the 3,000-tonne 
German freighter, Cita, in 1997, reportedly 
after the watch officer fell asleep. Today a 
YouTube video shows divers finning around 
her stricken hull, the only soundtrack is 
their regulators exhaling eerie breaths as 
pollock and wrasse look on with baleful 
stares.

For the hundreds of yachts which visit 
every year, the channels, rocks and reefs 
are now festooned with buoys, lighthouses 
and beacons, making a visit to one of the 
most interesting destinations in northern 
Europe, hazard-free. However, accidents 
still happen to the unwary. Like the 
charterers who came in on the Polbream, 
a Jeanneau Sun Odyssey 37 which, in 2010, 
ran aground on Kittern Rock and left her 
bolt-on keel behind in a crevice.

There’s something disturbingly alluring 
about looking at wrecks. 
Many divers, I’m sure, do not consider the 
terrible consequences surrounding the 
circumstances of the loss, but in the Scillies 
where the very foundation of the islands 
economy has emanated from shipwreck, 
whether deliberate or not is a subject 

of debate and conjecture, when you’re 
surrounded by the rocks and reefs and 
history of the Scillies you can’t help being 
drawn into discovering more about what 
happened, sometimes hundreds of year ago.

Ever since I’d gazed at the 19th century 
black and white photographs of tall ship’s 
piled up on the rocks of the Scillies, I had 
wanted to go to this historic maritime 
graveyard. So, when the chance came, I 
jumped at it.

‘The rocks haven’t moved’, a laughing 
Peter Kyne tells Ocean Sailor as I check the 
latest changes to navigation in his home 
islands. Peter, a lobster-pot fisherman and 
yachtsman, compiled A Sailor’s Guide to 
the Isles of Scilly (available from Mumfords 
Paper Shop. Tel: 01720 422438).

Gibson family shipwreck photograph
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I joined him aboard White Sox, his Hunter 
Horizon 27 for a tour of the Scillies.  Before 
setting off from his Hugh Town, St Mary’s 
home I noticed the wooden flooring was 
in all manner of different shades. When he 
collected this flotsam from the wreck of 
the Cita it was dark! In the time-honoured 
tradition, Peter had informed the Receiver 
of Wreck, as in UK waters all artefacts 
found underwater must be reported to 
Camilla Moore who holds this title, and so 
his flooring remains laid. From the same 
wreck another islander, a farmer, had 
filled his barn with salvaged golf bags. 
The manufacturer wanted them destroyed 
rather than have their name associated 
with soiled goods and because the Receiver 
of Wreck had been informed of the haul, the 
manufacturers were obliged to purchase 
them back from the farmer.

Peter’s wife, Sandra, is the great-great-
granddaughter of John Gibson, a sailor who 
taught himself how to use a plate glass 

bellows camera and left the sea in 1866 
to become a photographer. His haunting 
images of tall ships, sails still set, squatting 
on the rocks of his home islands can now 
be seen at the National Maritime Museum, 
Greenwich, London. ‘Shipowners were 
grateful for my family’s images as it gave 
them hard evidence for the insurance 
company’, Sandra said.

Scilly comprises five inhabited islands: 
St Mary’s, St Martin’s, St Agnes, Tresco, 
Bryher and around 70 others, plus any 
number of rocks. If there’s enough 
vegetation for a goat to survive a year’s 
grazing it’s an island, if not it’s a rock, is 
how the locals see it. Peter has been sailing 
and fishing around the Scillies for almost 
30 years and I welcomed his experience as 
some of the short cuts he knows are not for 
the faint-hearted.

In a three-day cruise, starting from St 
Mary’s we sailed between Bryher and 
Tresco, where a transit which marks 
Lover’s Rock was temporarily unavailable. 
‘A cow knocked over the further post,’ 
explained Peter nonchalantly.

He explained how TV celebrity, Anneka 
Rice, came to the islands with her Challenge 
Anneka programme to build a quay at 
Bryher, but Bryher defeated her and the job 
had to be finished by locals. 

In New Grimsby Sound, Peter explained 
that the cannons on the battlements of King 
Charles Castle were too high for effective 
use on ships because the cannonballs rolled 
out of the barrels. ‘That’s why Cromwell’s 
Castle was built at sea level’, he mused.

Old map of Scillies

St. Mary’s Harbour

Dick Durham sailing with Peter Kyne (image by Bob Aylott)

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Our three day route
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Rounding craggy Shipman’s Head put us 
briefly in the Atlantic before entering a 
bottleneck of reefs and negotiating a dogleg 
channel between Gweal Rock and Bryher. 
‘I don’t include this passage in the book, as 
it’s best not to enter until you have some 
serious local knowledge’, said Peter. Not far 
to the north-west lies Scilly Rock where, 
in April 1910 the first-ever SOS message 
was transmitted from the SS Minnehaha, a 
passenger freighter on passage from New 
York to Tilbury, which foundered there.

Clearing Moon Rock we lined up a red-
roofed barn and sailed into beautiful Great 
Porth Bay where we anchored for the first 
night. We took the inflatable ashore to a 

flour-white beach and walked through 
rust-coloured bracken and bursting mauve 
foxgloves as tall as a man. 

Out to sea we could hear the thwack, 
thwack as some rowers bent to the oars of 
a gig. The Scillies are famous for producing 
the finest small-boat handlers in the world. 
It was the gig men who rescued so many 
from the shipwrecks of yesteryear.

The next day we sailed out past Black 
Rocks to port and the mournful barking of 
seals sunning themselves on Scilly Rock to 
starboard. We passed between Castle Briar 
Rock and Illiswigig Rock and then breasted 
Mincario Rock where puffins swam so close 
we could have stroked them.

Ahead of us, the infamous Western Rocks 
looked like a fleet of sunken battleships in 
the early morning sunshine. I landed briefly 
on Great Crebawethan at the northern end 
of the reef and took in the ‘black-serried 
granite fangs that stretched away in all 
directions’, as John Fowles described them.

It was here that the Royal Navy suffered 
its worst disaster in peacetime: In 1707 
when, without the benefit of longitude 
calculation or Bishop’s Rock (the UK’s tallest 
lighthouse), Admiral Sir Cloudesley-Shovell’s 
ship the Association, and the rest of his fleet 
piled up with the loss of 2,000 men.

Tresco looking out towards Bryher beyond Cromwell’s castle

White Sox at anchor (image by Bob Aylott) Gigs at St. Mary’s
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‘Proportionate to their size, no islands in 
the world have a more lethal record than 
the Scillies’, Fowles penned.

We eased the sheets and cleared the 
fearfully-named Tearing Ledge, where 
another of Cloudesley-Shovell’s ships still 
lies. We sailed towards Annet, crowned with 
sea thrift, looking benign in the summer 
sun, but I should not have been fooled.

‘A seven-masted schooner, TW Lawson’s 
anchors failed here during a December 
hurricane in 1907 and she capsized in there’, 
Peter said as he pointed towards a ridge of 
black teeth. ‘Not many survived. The gigs 
went out to pick up bodies the next day’.

These isles are better suited to the storm 
petrel; the only location in England where 
they breed. 

We had to reset the anchor at Porth Conger, 
St Agnes, as the increasing breeze caused 
White Sox to drag on the first attempt. She 
settled to anchor on the second attempt and 
when she was happily fast, we went ashore 
to the Turk’s Head pub for lunch.
Peter then sailed us eastward where we 
anchored in a cove at Little Arthur Rock 
before heading back to Hugh Town for the 
night.

On our third and final day, we sailed over 
St Martin’s Higher Ledge – during the 
equinox with high pressure it’s possible to 
walk between many of the isles – through 
Tean Sound and around the fearsome 
Lion Rock and into Porth Morgan behind 
White Island. Here we anchored in calm 
conditions while a stone’s throw away, 

on the eastern side of the island waves 
smashed onto the rocks. It’s a classic 
Scillies tactic; looking out for the weather 
shore.

Eight miles northeast lies the Seven Stones 
reef upon which the 61,000-ton oil tanker 
Torrey Canyon grounded in 1967 causing £3 
million worth of damage. The then Prime 
Minister, Harold Wilson, who is buried 
on St Mary’s near his holiday bungalow, 
ordered the wreck to be bombed in a failed 
bid to burn the oil and halt the pollution.

Finally, Peter announced: ‘You’ve had 
enough of rocks, I’ll show you some sandy 
beaches instead’. Good as his word we sailed 
to Appletree Bay, Tresco and anchored for 
lunch.

Travel & Discovery

1. Choose neap tides for your first visit: 
more depth in anchorages and weaker 
currents. By the time springs come on 
you’ll have the knowledge.

2. Use an anchor trip line. Many power 
cables run between islands.

3. Wear polarised sunglasses to see the 
bottom – the sun reflects off the sandy 
sea-bed.

4. Don’t rely on sea breezes, there’s 
not enough landmass to heat up the 
‘convection engine’.

5. Be prepared to shift to a new anchorage. 
Keep a ready eye on wind direction.

6. Anchoring is free throughout the isles so 
perfect your anchor drill.

7. If a deep low is on the way make for 
Watermill Cove or St Helen’s Pool for 
shelter.

8. Be prepared for a ground swell in heavy 
weather.

9. Give way to tripper boats: their season is 
short and they are always grateful!

10. Lobster pot lines are extra-long so that 
in heavy weather they can be retrieved 
at a safe distance from the reefs they sit 
on and to allow for the big tidal heights 
here. 

GET YOUR 
ANCHORAGES 
MARKED

Fuel TIDE CYCLES

VISITOR’S 
BUOYSSt Mary’s Harbourmaster, Dale Clark, said 

Irish yachtsmen sail in from the north, 
French from the south and Dutch, Belgians 
and Brits from the east. He will look at your 
chart, take in the wind conditions and tidal 
range then mark the best places for your 
boat to anchor or moor.

Peter says it’s convenient to think of the sea 
around Scilly as the face of a clock. Think of 
the tide as the hour hand; the flood starts at 
say 19.00 Low Water and moves clockwise 
until 01.00 High Water. Then it becomes 
the ebb and moves around until 07.00. He 
says it’s best for visiting yachtsmen to have 
more than one anchorage scoped out when 
they arrive and to also have a plan of both 
getting in and out. It’s also best practice to 
operate from half tide and rising.

Available on Hugh Town Quay. Channel 12.

Green buoys are for larger craft, yellow for 
smaller.

10 TOP TIPS FOR CRUISING THE SCILLIES
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The Magical Scilly Islands. A Land Lubbers view.

These mysterious islands, steeped in violent 
sailing history, captivated me long before I 
ever took to the sea professionally.

They lie, wind and wave-swept, 30 nm 
miles west out into the Atlantic off Land’s 
End from Cornwall, where I grew up. 

During my childhood in Cornwall, I was 
fortunate to make regular visits there 
on our family holidays and I have vivid 
memories of waking up early in the 
morning, driving down to Penzance in 
the dark ready to take the early morning 
Scillonian ferry. I remember the excitement 
as the islands hove into view, the golden 
sandy beaches and blue inviting waters

The Isles of Scilly lie in the Western 
Approaches about 30 miles off the South 
West tip of Cornwall and squat directly 
in the Gulf Stream. The islands enjoy a 
uniquely stable climate which rarely varies 
by more than 5°C throughout the year. As 
a result, over 20,000 plants from over 80 
countries thrive here that would never 
sprout anywhere else in the British Isles. 
Each island has its own distinct character 
and with no cars apart from on the main 
island St. Mary’s, it is a tonic for lovers of 
peace and quiet. 

How do you get there if you are not 
sailing? The easiest way is a Skybus flight 
from Land’s End, Newquay or Exeter. 
Newquay and Exeter both have excellent 

connecting routes to the rest of the UK 
and a few parts of Europe. A helicopter is 
also an option from Penzance heliport to 
St. Mary’s airport or direct to Tresco. For 
those of you who wish to stay out of the 
clouds, the Scillonian ferry sails once a day, 
from March to November from Penzance 
Harbour.

My favourite island, Tresco is flanked by 
Bryher to the west and St. Martin’s to the 
east, it is very well protected. It boasts a 
stunning subtropical climate on the south 
side but its northern end is bleak and 
unforgiving with rugged cliffs rising out 
of the Atlantic Ocean, similar to the South 
Cornish coast in many ways. It's the second 
largest of the Scilly Isles, although still only 
1.15 square miles in size. The walk around 
the island’s shore is truly enchanting.

Skybus aircraft (image from Islesofscilly-travel.co.uk)

The Scillonian Ferry Tresco Hugh Town
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On the south side, you will find Tresco 
Abbey Gardens, home to thousands of 
tropical plant species and the Valhalla 
Museum, home to over 30 ships’ 
figureheads, all from the wrecks which 
the islands have claimed. Most of the 
figureheads are from mid to late 19th 
century and come from merchant ships or 
early steamships. The collection was started 
in 1840 by Augustus Smith, owner of Tresco 
Abbey and ‘Lord Proprietor’ of the islands.

I remember visiting the islands in 1997, not 
long after the Cita was wrecked. Perhaps I 
was even there at the same time as Dick B 

was diving there? See Dick's article on diving 
the Scillies in next months Ocean Sailor. 

The islands were buzzing with talk about 
the various items which were washing up 
on the islands. I remember my brother 
running the width of Bryher island 
looking for a matching size 11 left running 
shoe to go with the right one he had 
already salvaged. Each island seemed to 
have different items washing up, doors, 
household goods, clothing, with St. Agnes 
having the largest claim to Action Man 
clothing!

Tresco Abbey Gardens

Valhalla Museum
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